
October 16, 2020 
 
 
 
 
Dear Colleagues,  
 
I want to send you a quick update regarding the ongoing COVID-19 Temporary Spring 2021 
MOU negotiations. So far, our team has met twice with the District; last week on 
Thursday,10/8/2020 for two hours, and again earlier today for another two hours.  
 
During both sessions, our negotiations team stressed the importance of unit members not 
being required to use sick or other leave balances for COVID-19 related issues.  
 
During the first session, the District’s negotiations team committed to providing us with the 
legal language and rationale behind their claim that faculty cannot work from out-of-state. We 
argued that being out-of-state does not necessarily establish a tax nexus (in accounting 
circles this is a situation in which a business has a tax presence in a particular state for 
employees). This is a very gray area, and we are consulting with CTA and looking up how 
other public institutions have handled similar situations.  
 
The District did not have their rationale/legal language ready earlier today, so we agreed to 
keep it out of the COVID-19 Temporary Spring 2021 MOU discussions until the District can 
provide us with their rationale/legal language so that we can review it and respond 
appropriately.  
 
So far, the district has not offered anything for the increased workload. Our team made an 
argument for additional compensation that would reflect an increased workload (especially 
that all of us are working longer hours than we ever did in our careers). We also argued for 
additional compensation to cover the ongoing cost impact from remote 
instruction/assignments and required technology upgrades, per CA Educational Code 87032; 
this includes things like upgraded internet, electricity, software, printing supplies, etc. Simply 
put, the District must compensate faculty for expenses that are incurred in the course of 
performing services for the district.  
 
Since these negotiations usually take multiple meetings, we scheduled a third meeting for 
Thursday, 10/22/2020 at 8:00 am. Meanwhile, we encourage all of you to continue providing 
us with feedback as we go through the process of negotiating another temporary COVID-19 
MOU.  
 
In Solidarity,  
Mohammad M. Abdel Haq, M.A. 
Professor of Sociology 
UF Lead Negotiator 
Fullerton College, Fullerton 
 
"Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will"- Frederick 
Douglass  





	  


